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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN E,NGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/

MANAGE,ME,NT/COMMERCIALPRACTICE-APruL,2019

CONTROL SYSTEMS

(Maximum marks: 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks: l0)

IAnswera//questionsinoneortwosentences.Eachquestioncarries2marks.

l. Define closed loop system'

2. Write the laplace fransform of a unit impulse fi'xrction'

3. Define marginal stability'

4. What is meant by the term order of a system ?

5. Define phase cross over frequency'

Signature ...........

lTime: 3 hours

Marks

(5x2 = 10)

PAKT _ B

Maximum marks: 30)

llAnsweranyJiveofthefollowingquestions.Eachquestioncarries6marks.

l. Describe the stability of a system with respect to bode plot'

2. Determine the Laplace fiansform of the function cos(at)'

3. Derive the response of a first order system to a unit ramp input'

4.Explainstaticpositionandstaticvelocityerrorcoefficients.

5. Describe force current analogy'

6. Explain the parameters of a signal flow graph'

7. Find the inverse Laplace transform of the function X(s) = s/(s+2) (s+4) (5x6 = 30)
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PART - C

(tvtaximum marks : 60)

(Arxwer one firll question from each unit. Each firll question canies

UNrr - I

(a) Derive the Laplace transform of (i) e{ and (ii) ramp irput:

(b) Distinguish betwean open loop systern and closed loop system.

'on

(a) Determine the mathematical model for the system shown.

15 marks.)
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(b) Define Laplace tansform. State integration theorem and differentiation theorem

of laplace transform.

UNrr - II

(a) For the block diagram shown determine the overall transfer fimction C(s/R(s).

For the signal flow gra.ph shown determine ttre Eansfer fimction.
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7ft)

uI (a)

(a) For the block diagram shown draw the corresponding signar flow graph.

Explain block diagram reduction rules.

UNrr - III

Determine the steady state error for the system shown.

Find the value of the controller gain IQ that makes the feedback confol

of the following equation stable.

l0s3+ l7s2+ 8s + (l+lq) : 0

VIII (a) Determine the stability of the given systern rtsing Routh Hurwitz criteria.

(b)

s{.1+Cf + lls+6)
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(b) For the system shown determine the following (i) type number (ii) static position

error constant Kp (iii) static velocity enor constant K" and (iv) steady state enor

€ss when r(t):u(t)

UNrr - IV

IX (a) Draw the bode plot for the hansfer function G(s) : (s+b)/b.

(b) For the root locus shown find the break away and break in points.

x (a)

o)

On

Draw bode plot for the transfer function G(s) : a/(s

Sketch the root locus plot for the system shown.
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